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For years, Money and Victoria have gone back and forth. Despite a marriage and plenty of affairs
nothing seems to ever keep them apart for too long. Every time they hook up, they swear it's the last
time...but this time around the final decision may be out of there hands. Sometimes life takes your
freewill and forces your hand. But, with new players coming in the game all bets are off. In this
game of love everyone is playing for keeps and when tragedy strikes and all cards are on the table.
See what happens when winning means someone had to lose, but sometimes even when you lose
you win...
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Ok so I liked this book but it kinda pissed me off that you made money come back just to turn
around after everything him & Victoria been through for them not to end up together what's the logic
in that? To say I'm super disappointed is an understatement to me the love they shared can't even
be touched by her & keys situation but I guess it was definitely not the ending I hoped for & im done
with this series if It's not Mia & quan story I can't bring myself to read it this broke my heart yayo
was alright but ugh I'm just smh

I am disappointed Money and Victoria didn't end up together. At the end of CD5, they were together.
But, in CD6...we read it's a dream. WTF??? Dream plots to erase a storyline a writer no longer likes
doesn't work in TV and dang sure don't work in books.The author should have left well enough
alone. It was a slap in the face to those of us diehard Money and Victoria fans.Definitely did NOT
like Money and Yayo together at all. It almost felt as if the author felt compelled to have Money find
a 'soulmate' since everyone else had one. No matter though, Money and Yayo's relationship just
doesn't have the depth of intensity that Money and Victoria's has. It also doesn't seem authentic.
Also, when Yayo was first introduced the author described her as 'average in the face.' But, later
she was described as bad or beautiful. Authors really need to be mindful of how they initially
describe a character because we readers remember even when it's evident they forget.The author
supposedly ended the series with CD5, which would have been a great place to end the storyline of
those characters and let CD6 focus on the offspring of Coke/Sy, Mike/Shani, and Tre/Nik. I don't
think this is the end of the series based on how the epilogue was written. I can see the author
cranking out a couple more books where the final payoff will be Money and Victoria together as they
always should have been.

Ok I'm mad that this book was not about the dynamic of my money more like the ending of the My
money dynamic!!! Ugh I hate that my couple Is STILL not together!!!!! I'm sad that they never fully
had a chance to meet their full potential from moment money came back!!! Ok vent over!!! Lol but
this was a well written and thought out book and had me thrown for loops left and right!! I can't
believe Leenah would turn out crazy like that!!! I love the growth from all characters and I'm loving
the new ones!!!! But sadly I don't want to read about money and Yayo because I'm team Vic and
Money all day!!! Them my day ones!!!!...lol Overall it was a great read and worth the money

ARABIA!!!!! You have done it again I love this book. I love how you added more characters to the
book I love them and their story lines. Money and Yayo perfect couple love their chemistry. I love
how you keep everyone together Coke and the gang I love them and their love and loyalty they
have for one another. Thank you for keeping my Victoria and Keys together Yesssssssss (sorry for
the spoiler) my favorite couple. You just get better with time. You're one of the Best Authors in the
game top 3 for sure. Keep up the good work. I give this book a 5 â˜… Its really a 10. I can't wait for
your next book plz hurry.

This was a good book. I wish Coke would have been in the story line a little more than what he was.
Money is just the best dude ever...Yayo is one helluva character also. This is one of the best series
I've ever read. The author keeps u entertained from the beginning to the end. Could have been a
little more excitement/action but it was good...coming to the end I feel like there's a CD9
coming....can't wait to see what happens next

I was so excited to read this book (as Money is my favorite character besides Coke of course) only
to be let down. This book could not hold my attention at all, it was truly a disappointment. I swear
everyone that has given this book 5 stars is on Arabia's payroll.I honestly feel that this book was
RUSHED and that the author failed to give us the fans what we really wanted. Money and Yayo was
not the perfect couple despite what others are saying. There was absolutely no chemistry between
the two of them. I'm all about money finding love but I was not feeling Yayo at all. He was better off
with Egypt, or Leena (before she went psycho lol). Although this book was about Money he was my
least favorite character in this book which is a disappointment in itself (Keys and Gank took the
thrown in this one). I really wish Coke, Tre, and Nikki had a story line. All in all this book was boring
there was no excitement, Arabia forced Yayo and Money's love upon everyone. This was the worst
book within the series I wish I could get a refund on this purchase. Needless to say I'm done with
this series.#TeamMoney&Vic

Another great read about the crew!!!! I am happy that Money and Vic are in a place were they both
are truly happy.. They will never truly end because of the mutual love and respect.. I love Arabia and
she has truly done it again..

This was so good omg. A beautiful ending. I really like Yayo she was a female but just a tough and
gangster as a dude her and her crew was thoroughbred. I loved Money in this book but I'm forever
Team Keys. That will never change ! Money and Yayo was good for each other. I hope they are
next to take that leap and get married.
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